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By Kelly Cooper

Red Rock Press. Hardcover. Condition: New. photographer Frank Anzalone (illustrator). 136 pages.
Dimensions: 9.1in. x 8.4in. x 0.7in.Cookie-love is forever and yet for all the remembrances it evokes,
our favorite childhood cookie is not always what we want. Even Proust lived on more than
madeleines. Our tastes change. As adults, were allowed to say no to milk, choosing instead a cup of
good coffee or tea, a glass of wine, an icy cocktail or a stein of whats on tap. Kelly Cooper knows
this. She also knows how to concoct delicious, handheld treats sweet or savory to go with those
libations. Yet many of Kelly Coopers most inspired cookies are built on memories. Her mother
taught her to bake in Californias orchard-rich Santa Clara Valley, where apricots, figs, almonds and
berries overflowed. Her sweet cookies brim with these and other fresh flavors, enhanced by
surprise grownup ingredients, such as Gruyre or orange liqueur. You may not be able to imagine
precisely the favor fresh thyme does chocolate until youve sampled the cookie called Dark Desire.
Her savory cookies are also amazing. No solo baker invented the piquant cookie, but leading
culinary writers are beginning to note that no one creates...
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Merely no words to explain. I really could comprehended everything out of this published e ebook. I found out this publication from my dad and i
suggested this publication to learn.
-- Prof. Margarita Ledner PhD-- Prof. Margarita Ledner PhD

This written pdf is fantastic. It normally is not going to expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Gilbert Stroman-- Gilbert Stroman
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